
Teaching

Early Reading



Early reading:

Pre-requistes

What does early reading look 
like?

How do we teach it?



Four signs children 
are ready to read

pre-reading skills

Include four concepts: 

• Motivation

• Print awareness

• Letter recognition

• Phonological awareness



What does this look like?



Words are all 
around us!



Ultimate Guide To 
Phonological Awareness



Speaking and Listening

WELLCOMM AND MODELLING 
GOOD COMMUNICATION. 

SONGS AND RHYMES STORIES READ ALOUD – STORY 
LANGUAGE AND BOOK TALK





The bigger picture
Phonics vs. Whole Language



What to teach 
first?



What’s in a name?
• Bingo song – 5 letters

• Day o – 6 letters



Learning Letter Names and Sounds

using a combination of body 
movement, visual cues and 
spoken words. It activates all 
kinds of connections in the brain.

• MrMc – you tube

• Jolly Phonic Songs

• Phonics Song

• Tricky Words



Teaching Phonics



How
• What does ‘learning a letter’ comprise?- Phase 2

• It comprises:

• distinguishing the shape of the letter from other 
letter shapes;

• recognising and articulating a sound (phoneme) 
associated with the letter shape;

• recalling the shape of the letter (or selecting it from 
a display) when given its sound;

• writing the shape of the letter with the correct 
movement, orientation and relationship to other 
letters;

• naming the letter;

• Reading/writing it in words/captions etc.



tune in, consolidate

We Are Learning To… What I’m looking for…

I do, we do, you do…

Beyond words…

you do…



the yak can yell



Reading in 
Reception

• Once children can blend sounds together to read 
words, they practise reading books that match the 
phonics and the ‘tricky words’ they know. They 
start to believe they can read and this does wonders 
for their confidence.

• Teachers regularly read to the children, too, so the 
children get to know and love all sorts of stories, 
poetry and information books. This helps to extend 
children’s vocabulary and comprehension, as well as 
supporting their writing.

• Use of schemes are: Bug club, Collins Big Cat and 
Oxford Reading Tree.

• Stories read often link into our wider curriculum, with 
history, geography and social themes particularly 
popular with our pupils.



Don’t Forget Reading 
Comprehension!

In addition to knowing how to sound out words, 
good readers must also be able to think about 
what is happening in the story.

One of the best ways to develop reading 
comprehension is by asking questions during 
and after you read together.



Reading to 
writing

Children have been making marks since they were little. Although 
children interested in writing they can not really begin to write until 
they become familiar with phonics and have had exposure to reading. 

In school the children have to write during their phonic sessions. 
Starts with single sounds and we build this up to cvc words to writing 
phonetically plausible attempts at words.

For example 

Was – woz good – gud circle – sercl

We praise children for their attempts and will correct during a phonics 
session. During independent writing, if we can read it, we talk to the 
children about how it is actually spelt and record this above their 
attempt.



Writing 
opportunities  

• Mark making areas inside and out. 

• Chalking outside large scale.

• Large floor painting.

• Using water to mark make.

• Lots of different paper colour, size, lined etc

• Lots of different tools to mark make/write

• crayons, paint, pens, felts, mud, finger etc



In School
• Part of phonics

Exposure to different styles of writing through Write Stuff inputs

• List making

• Instructions

• Recount

• Questions

• Descriptions

• Finishing a story.


